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korg upgraded their synth bass program omnisphere to a new version of omnisphere 2. both
feature omnisphere – a powerful multilayered synth with inspiring algorithms and toolsets. the
soundscapes omnisphere creates are detailed and dynamic, but they're not cluttered either. a

powerful arsenal of effects, including twelve oscillators per voice, lead tones, sweeping vibratos,
and more, enable you to craft your own signature sound in seconds. as the m1s popularity grew

in the 1980s, other companies also started to create programs for it. by 1988, there were
companies offering a huge selection of m1 tunes and sounds, including tabla-media (usa),

retrosound technologies (hungary), prodeed (germany), red guitar (japan), music creation (italy),
tc-em (portugal), soundtrack (france), and virtual (australia). the list doesn't end here as i've not

even included the huge number of m1-related sound files available from soundsations (uk). if
you are searching for a m1 with the sounds from jigsaw and rudy t's music box, add a few

hundred more to your collection of presets. these sounds are used the same way as all of the
korg collection m1 presets, but are sorted to the sounds from jigsaw and rudy t's music box. if

you are looking for other great sounds such as spirit and into the groove, there is a unique
hidden soundsations folder on the software disk. there is also an "all sounds" folder that includes
sounds from both collections. note: if you purchase the korg collection m1 from the the korg web
site you receive all the sounds and all software updates. if you purchase korg collection m1 from
us, you will receive the sounds, but you will need to contact us to obtain the software updates.
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